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(Intro)
I thought that because I was getting older perhaps my
sexual drive was going away because of that but
I just think it?s a different reason and I?m just gonna
roll with that that?s the way how I feel so I?m just gonna
let yall know
(Verse)
Just for the hell of it I?ll become celibate no more hands
will I use to masturbate
Some of yall laugh and some of yall hate not being
able to fall in love perhaps it?s faith
Perhaps this is a sign to not find a mate sexual healing
it?s a dirty feeling falling in love yes it has no reason
Dick to Virginia it has no meaning tight pink butthole it
has no feeling just call me the black Monk yes I feel the
funk
Yall celebrate with me if yall don?t well then I?ll know
you?re close-minded just try to keep an open-mind
Open up your eyes and don?t be blind and you?ll
understand that the truth I?ll find R, E, H, D, O double G
yes it?s all mines
(Chorus 2 times)

Just for the hell of it helleridge never have to sell a
brick again must I tell a bitch again
The bullshit I?m addressing check mostly next level
shit never been fucked in the game I?m celibate
(Verse)
Celibate means not to marry or no sex for religious
reasons how hard can it be to be asexual
It takes unusual extreme things to get me hard simple
blow jobs and penetration don?t really get me off
Parents never showed love just an asshole of a father
who took abuse of the kids and the mother
Cheated on everyone that he could so eventually it
disturbed me damaged psychologically in my mind
And that?s why I can?t keep any relationships for a long
time that?s just the way that it is
And if I do and it?s gone I say fuck it that?s just the way
it?s supposed to be in my head I?m fucked up seriously
(Chorus 2 times)
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Just for the hell of it helleridge never have to sell a
brick again must I tell a bitch again
The bullshit I?m addressing check mostly next level
shit never been fucked in the game I?m celibate
(Verse)
Just for the hell of it I?ll become celibate no more hands
will I use to masturbate
Some of yall laugh and some of yall hate not being
able to fall in love is that faith
Perhaps this is a sign not find a mate sexual healing it
has a dirty feeling for me falling in love yes it has no
reason Dick to Virginia has no meaning tight pink
butthole it has no feeling just call me the black Monk
celibating means not to marry or no sex for religious
reasons how hard can it be to be asexual
It takes unusual extreme sex to make me get hard a
simple blow job penetration doesn?t get me off
I don?t care that?s just the way I am
(Chorus 2 times)

Just for the hell of it helleridge never have to sell a
brick again must I tell a bitch again
The bullshit I?m addressing check mostly next level
shit never been fucked in the game I?m celibate
(Verse)
Parents never showed love just an asshole father who
took abuse of the kids and the mother cheated on
everyone that?s why it disturbed me psychologically
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